Stock, Improved & Super Improved Rules
1.

$ 20 entry fee per hook. One hook per tractor per class.

2. Pre-registration is recommended as there is a limited number of hooks.
3. Speed Limits
Stock ..........................................3 mph
Improved ....................................5 mph
Super Improved..........................8 mph
4. Classes are: 3,000- 3,500 - 4,000 - 4,500 - 5,000 - 5,500 - 6,000 - 6,500 7000, 7,500 -8,500
(Classes to be determined based on entries)
5. Maximum allowable overweight is 1%.
Maximum RPM's
Stock .........................................10%
Improved & Super ....................20%
NOTE: any wires, strings, etc attached to governor that can override set
throttle speed will be means for disqualification.
6. All tractors are to go over the scale before each pull;
7. Tractors must be 30 years and older to be eligible.
Optional: Any age tractor
8. No duals, steel wheels or front wheel assist.
Tire Sizes: ..................................Any Size and Width
Cut tires allowed in Improved & Super Improved.
9. Tractors must have brakes, factory engines, transmissions, etc. Must start
under it's own power to weigh and line up to pull (the only exception would be
a mechanical malfunction and then would be allowed to pull start, ALL tractors
must operate under their own power around the grounds). Petcocks must be
closed after starting.

Stock, Improved & Super Improved Rules (cont.)
10. Drawbar Rules: All Classes
A. Drivers must have own twisted clevis to accept a 3” hook.
B. Drawbars must be stationary in all directions.
No part of Third link assembly will be used for added hitch strength or
height control.
C. Drawbar length must be a minimum of 18” from center of rear
axle to pulling point.
D. Maximum of 20” high at pulling point.
E. No part of the drawbar may extend rearward beyond point of hook
11. Weight Brackets:
Front ...... 11 feet from center of rear axle maximum
Rear ....... weights or brackets can not extend beyond radius of tires
(If tractor is protested, driver has a choice of moving weights or not pull)
12 . Drivers must be 14 years or older, if under 18, parent signature required.
13. You will be automatically disqualified if:
A. Part of the tractor goes out of bounds.
B. Driver rises off the tractor seat or takes both hands off steering wheel.
(One hand on wheel at all times, except when using hand brakes).
C. Any part falls off the tractor during the pull.
D. The horn on the skid sounds twice.
14. All judges’ decisions are FINAL!!!
15. 50 Ft. restart.
16. All entry fees to go into a bucket fund and payout to all 1st, 2nd & 3rd
place finish. (To be determined based on number of entries and show
attendance)

SHOW FARM TRACTOR RULES
1. Speed Limits ..................................1st Gear Only
Optional: (Second gear required on some makes & models)
2. Classes are: 3,000- 3,500 - 4,000 - 4,500 - 5,000 - 5,500 - 6,000 - 6,500 7,000 - 7,500 -8,500 (To be determined based on entries)
3. Maximum RPM's...........Stock
NOTE: any wires, strings, etc attached to governor that can override set
throttle speed will be means for disqualification
4. Tire Sizes: .....................................Any size
5. Drawbar Rules:
A. Must use original non-adjustable drawbar
B. Drivers must have own twisted clevis to accept a 3” hook.
C. Drawbars must be stationary in all directions. No part of third link
assembly will be used for added hitch strength or height control.
D. No part of the drawbar may extend rearward beyond point of hook
E. Maximum of 20” high at pulling point.
6. Weight Brackets: Not Allowed (unless came from factory with them)
7. Suitcase weights NOT ALLOWED (unless tractor came from the factory
with them).
8. Tractors must have brakes, factory engines, transmissions, etc.
No Modifications allowed except may replace muffler with straight pipe
9. You will be automatically disqualified if:
A. Part of the tractor goes out of bounds.
B. Driver rises off the tractor seat or takes both hands off steering wheel.
(One hand on wheel at all times, except when using hand brakes).
C. Any part falls off the tractor during the pull.
D. The horn on the skid sounds twice
10. All judges’ decisions are FINAL!!!

